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Increasing 
Complexity is a 

central theme within 
a Modern Origin 

Story



Complexity in the Big History Story
• Big History is about how everything came to be: 

– a modern, science-based origin story

• Complexity theory is about complex systems:
• I will discuss why the idea of increasing complexity is so 

central to a modern origin story à
– Non-technical approaches to thinking about complexity

• Sections:
– Pt 1: What is Big History?
– Pt 2: Increasing complexity in the physical universe
– Pt 3: Increasing complexity within the biosphere system
– Pt 4: Humans as agents of increasing complexity à a turning 

point in planetary history



Pt 1: WHAT IS BIG HISTORY?

• “… the attempt to understand, in a unified, 
interdisciplinary way, the history of Cosmos, 
Earth, Life, and Humanity.”
– From the website of the 

International Big History Association @ 
http://ibhanet.org/

http://ibhanet.org/


A SHORT HISTORY OF 
BIG HISTORY

• Most human societies have taught ‘origin stories’, total histories 
that map humans onto the cosmos

• The idea of a modern science-based origin story from the time of 
Newton and the Enlightenment

• It became feasible only since the mid 20th c
– New dating techniques, historicized paradigms in cosmology, geology, biology
– Some scientists/educators began trying to put that story together [Sagan, Asimov, 

Gribben, Chaisson]

• I began teaching ‘big history’ in 1989 at MQ
– 2008 Bill Gates à a free online High School syllabus through the Big History Project, 

now taught in 100s of schools in many countries: www.bighistoryproject.com
– 2012 Macquarie University Big History Institute to support education & research in 

Big History: 2019 à its own BH syllabus, Big History School

• Big History is a modern, science-based Origin Story

http://www.bighistoryproject.com


AN ACCESSIBLE AND UP-TO-DATE 
TELLING OF THE BIG HISTORY STORY
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Pt 2: Increasing Complexity 
in the Physical Universe

• The early Universe was simple, with little structure
• A thin mist of H & He atoms, photons of light, a uniform 

temperature
• No

– Galaxies and Stars
– Heavier chemical elements
– Planets
– Living Organisms or Humans

• Then, over 13.8 bys, more 
complex things emerged

– Most of the Universe remains simple today
– But in rare, Goldilocks environments, such as early earth, pre-existing 

things can combine to form entirely new things 
– With new emergent properties (e.g. life!), 

How do we know? 
Cosmic Background Radiation

Temperature differences of 
1/100,000th of a degree

THE BIG HISTORY STORY: COMPLEXITY HAS INCREASED OVER 13.8 
BILLION YEARS LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS FOR TODAY’S WORLD



Very much about us         
because today’s 
globalized world 

represents 
an extraordinary 

level of complexity

Increasing complexity: A story 
full of meaning for us humans
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The Story has a Villain
(or perhaps a hero?)

Entropy! 
• The tendency of everything to become less 

ordered, more random: 
• A fundamental idea in modern physics! 

A Puzzle! How is complexity 
possible? 
• The miracle is that complex entities can emerge despite entropy. Explaining 

how complexity is possible despite entropy is, according to Melanie Mitchell: 
“the holy grail of complex systems science.”  [Complexity, loc. 718] 

• 2 Possible Ideas
1. Rules appeared in the big bang: (e.g. gravity pulls things together) 

and this guaranteed the Universe would not be completely disorganized!
2. Entropy generates energy flows: in rare Goldilocks environments, 

these flows can generate increasing complexity; but energy flows degrade 
energy and create waste; so small areas of complexity are paid for by using 
the rest of the universe as an entropy sink!  Entropy’s happy! 
[Paul Davies, in Lineweaver, et. al., Complexity and the Arrow of Time, CUP, 2013, p. 13, 14]



Increasing complexity requires 
denser energy flows:

Vertical axis: free energy rate 
densities of different things, 
logarithmic scale.  
THE SUN: about 1 erg per 
gram per second.
MODERN HUMAN SOCIETY: 
about 1 million times as much.  
The horizontal axis shows 
how long those things 
normally live.
Stars live much longer 
than humans!

ERIC CHAISSON’S HYPOTHESIS

Increasing 
Complexity
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A Timeline for a 
Modern Origin Story: 

1: Big Bang to Planet Earth
A MODERN ORIGIN STORY IN 19 DATES

& 8 THRESHOLDS OF INCREASING COMPLEXITY 

To help 
understand 

the 
chronology, 
Column 3 
divides all 
dates by a 

billion, as if 
the 

Universe 
began 13.8 
years ago

8 
“Thresholds” 
mark points 

when 
something 

entirely new 
appeared



An example of a threshold:
Star Formation, based on flows of energy

How does it work?
• The early Universe: a thin mist of H and He
• Gravity pulls things together into tiny clumps à Goldilocks 

conditions for something new: rising temperatures!
• Within each clump particles collide, temperatures rise, and at 

c. 10 m.℃, protons fuse, releasing huge amounts of energy at 
the center of the clump

• All this energy pushes back against gravity
• And the star stabilizes; something entirely new appears
A NEW THRESHOLD OF COMPLEXITY, powered by fusion
• A Universe with stars has differences of light, density, energy, 

complexity, + stars and galaxies are complex



In a cooling universe, Goldilocks conditions for creating 
other elements can be found only in rare environments with 
temperatures high enough to fuse protons: e.g. dying stars, 

supernovae, neutron star collisions …

THRESHOLD 3:  A CHEMICALLY ENRICHED UNIVERSE



INCREASING CHEMICAL COMPLEXITY 
(‘METALLICITY’)



INCREASING CHEMICAL COMPLEXITY 
(‘METALLICITY’)

Fusion à less H and more of other elements



THRESHOLD 4: 
With more elements you can make 

solar systems



On rocky planets, exceptional Goldilocks 
environments for extreme chemistry

The ‘solar wind’ drove the lightest elements (incl. much H & He) 
from inner regions of the solar system:

Leaving a chemically enriched environment

Where’s the H & He?



A Goldilocks environment for Threshold 5: Life
Constructed by Martin Schuler

e.g. EARTH 3.8 BILLION YEARS AGO?
• Abundance of different chemical elements
• Liquid water à enables diverse chemical reactions
• Gentle flows of Energy à activate chemical reactions

• The Goldilocks conditions for life!

Early life forms? 
Stromatolites



Threshold 5: Life:
A New Type of Complexity

A Tardigrade (‘water bear’) in moss: animals up to 
1 millimetre in size, that can survive extreme environments: 
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130306.html

From Complex Physical Systems, whose components 
behave predictably
To Complex Adaptive Systems, whose components 
behave unpredictably, and as if with purpose

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130306.html
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PT 3: Complexity and the Biosphere:
A Timeline for the history of life on Earth
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• Most of the Universe is not friendly to life
– Goldilocks, life-friendly environments are rare and precious!

• Life depends on bio-chemical molecules joining together
– In deep space, it’s too cold and too empty
– Inside stars, it’s too hot for atoms & molecules to survive
– Moderate environments near stars are more promising for life

• Rocky planets like earth offer ‘Goldilocks’ environments for 
chemical experimentation and life
– Chemically rich: Great diversity of elements
– Liquid Water: Goldilocks temperatures (0º-100º) for liquid 

water, the perfect medium for rich chemistry à life on earth 
evolved in the oceans

– Other factors such as stable orbits …

21

THE BIOSPHERE: 
HOW COMPLEX SYSTEMS PROTECTED 

LIFE ON EARTH FOR 4 BYS
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One problem: Carl Sagan called it the “faint young sun 
paradox”
• Today’s sun emits 50% more energy than when young
• As solar emissions increased, why didn’t earth’s oceans boil 

away like those on Venus?
• A profound puzzle: How has the earth’s surface stayed 

within the narrow Goldilocks temperature range for life?
– The answer requires understanding the biosphere as a huge, 

complex system that could regulate levels of greenhouse gases
• What controlled the mix?  

– Recent research à planet-wide systems of extraordinary complexity
– Linking geological, climatic and biological mechanisms to create 

thermostat-like mechanisms controlling levels of greenhouse gases

But, maintaining Goldilocks 
environments for life was tricky:

22
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Some examples:
• A young greenhouse world: When the sun emitted less heat, the planet 

was warmed by a blanket of greenhouse gases: no oxygen
• Geological thermostats: (negative feedback)

– Rising temperatures à increased rainfall dissolved CO2 from the air and 
plate tectonics buried it à cooling but …

– Falling temperatures à less rainfall à less CO2 removed, and volcanoes 
pumped up new CO2 à roughly things balanced out

• Biological thermostats helped buffer the system: (negative feedback)
– Photosynthesizing organisms breathed in CO2  & released O2 à reducing 

levels of greenhouse gases as the sun’s emissions increased
– Evolution of “eukaryotes” à breathe in O2 and pump out CO2 à roughly 

things balance out à preventing a catastrophic fall in temperatures
• But:

– The thermostats are imperfect; they failed on Venus and Mars
– Even on earth, “snowball earth” episodes show it was touch and go

The Thermostats that kept Earth’s surface 
between 0º and 100º C.

23
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Near-death experiences for the biosphere:
Did photosynthesizers draw down too much CO2?
Snowball earth eras nearly destroyed life on earth

CO2 from volcanoes probably corrected the balance
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• AN EXAMPLE: Forests of the Carboniferous Period: 
360 – 300 Million years ago
– The earth’s first forests appeared à much more 

photosynthesis à more oxygen
– Their remains fossilized, burying huge amounts of carbon 

beneath the earth
– In the form of COAL

• RESULT: less greenhouse gases as the sun got hotter
– CO2 levels fell and O2 levels rose to today’s levels à
– The earth stayed cool enough for life to survive!

New thermostats appeared when large organisms 
evolved from 600 million years 

ago and moved from oceans to land

25
https://museumsvictoria.com.au/website/melbournemuseum/discoverycentre/600-million-years/timeline/carboniferous/index.html

https://museumsvictoria.com.au/website/melbournemuseum/discoverycentre/600-million-years/timeline/carboniferous/index.html
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PT 3: HOW HUMANS BEGAN TO MESS WITH 
THE EARTH SYSTEM:

What changed? “Collective Learning”

Many brainy animals communicate, but 
inefficiently à information leaks away  as fast 
as it accumulates à
• No long-term growth of learned information
Humans crossed a language threshold à more 
information shared through language 
networksà
• For the first time in 4 billion years …
• information accumulates from generation to 

generation, faster & faster, giving us
• Cultural change!  Much faster than Genetic 

change! à
• More information = more power, more 

control over energy & resources



Chimp 
range: 
no 
change

Range of 
early humans

c. 100-
60,000 BP

50-60,000 BP?

15-13,000 BP?

4,000 BP?

1,000 BP?

New sea-
going 

technologies

Ice-Age Siberia:
New hunting techniques,

Adaptations to cold

New ocean-
going 

technologies

Arctic 
technologies

THRESHOLD 6: HUMAN LANGUAGE 
à sharing and accumulation of information in tiny local networks 

à exploitation of new environments began 200,00 ys ago
à A planet-wide network of human communities

Collectively, humans control more of the energy 
flowing through 
the biosphere



Hubs are nodes with many 
connections i.e. lots of information

Information theory:

Networks of information 
exchange were small, 
links between groups were 
limited

In your lifetime you 
probably met only 500 
people

Why information exchanges were slow in the 
Paleolithic Era
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Why the pace of change accelerated 
in the last 10,000 years

Threshold 7:
More energy & 
food à larger, 
more complex, 
better networked 
communities à
new 
technologies à
more people à
powerful 
positive 
feedbacks drive 
human history

5 minutes 
ago

Farming begins:
An energy bonanza!



More energy à Larger Populations à
Larger Networks of Collective Learning 
à Increased Ecological Power

• Villages, towns, cities …
• Civilizations, States, Empires …
• Larger networks of collective learning à new innovations à science!
• All the things historians normally study!
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Why Size matters in Information Networks:
The no. of possible exchanges of ideas increases much faster than the 

no. of individuals
[The Maths: Exchanges = (Nodes*(Nodes-1)/2)]

40 people --> 780 links

1,000 people à c.    
500,000 links

10,000 people à c. 50 
million links

PALEOLITHIC COMMUNITIES

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITIES

And try to 
imagine the 
no. of links 

today!



Why hubs matter in 
Information Networks

[Think cities: Rome, New York]

Hubs are the best connected points: where you find the 
greatest flows of information and the most wealth and 

power



A few distant links can turn many small networks into 
one huge network, multiplying exchanges 

[e.g. the role of merchants, the Silk Roads, the Internet]

Why links matter in 
Information Networks: 

the ‘Small World Theorem’



The modern transformation of global networks: 
Before Columbus: separate regional networks

Australasian
zone

Pacific
zone

= Major Hub Regions

Afro-Eurasian World Zone

Am
erican W

orld Zone



After Columbus: Collective Learning can take place 
within a single global network of human societies

Afro-Eurasian World Zone

Am
erican W

orld Zone

Australasian
zone

Pacific
zone

= Major Hub Regions



First fruits: The modern energy bonanza: 
New technologies that could exploit the energy accumulated 

since the Carboniferous epoch in fossil fuels



New energy flows à a new Threshold à
the extraordinarily complex global society of today:

The Anthropocene

Energy increase by. 1950 
(when I was a child)

Maximum Human energy consumption 
for the last 10,000 years 
(i.e. 50 graph widths)



New energy flows à a new Threshold à
the extraordinarily complex global society of today:

The Anthropocene

Energy increase since 1950: 
the Anthropocene

This energy transformed 
our role on planet earth, 

just as fusion made 
possible the creation of the 

first stars



The “Good” Anthropocene

Enough energy to raise general living standards for most 
people for the first time in human history
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The Bad Anthropocene

Remember Entropy?

These huge flows of energy and 
resources are threatening the 
gains of the “Good 
Anthropocene”
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Burning fossil fuels releases buried CO2 into the 
atmosphere & destabilizes climate systems

Many of these changes are very 
recent

Maximum CO2 emissions 
for the last 10,000 years

Emissions since 1950: the 
Anthropocene
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Burning fossil fuels releases buried CO2, into the 
atmosphere, & destabilizes the biosphere

Many of these changes are very 
recent

Maximum CO2 emissions 
for the last 10,000 years

Emissions since 1950: the 
Anthropocene



Is this a big deal?
CO2 concentrations over 800,000 ys: 

Our world in data: https://ourworldindata.org/co2-and-other-greenhouse-gas-emissions

Humans Appear

Today

Ind. Rev.

https://ourworldindata.org/co2-and-other-greenhouse-gas-emissions


Is this a big deal?
Surface temperatures over 65 million ys:

From K. D. Burke, et. al., “Pliocene and Eocene provide best analogs for near-future climates”, 
PNAS December 26, 2018 115 (52) 13288-13293, p. 13289

Worst case scenarios
The Eocene
50 my ago

Mid Pliocene,3 mya; analogous 
conditions to mid 21st C.? Baseline

1960-90 av. temps

Today
1º Increase Last 10,000 years
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• Since 1750, humans have pumped more carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere than was released by the Chixculub asteroid.  

• We are now pumping carbon dioxide into the atmosphere more 
than 80 times faster than the rates at which the geological and 
biological thermostats can produce or absorb the gas. 
These estimates of contemporary rates of carbon dioxide flows come from Celina A. Suarez, Marie Edmonds and Adrian P. Jones, “Earth Catastrophes and their Impact on the Carbon Cycle”, Elements, Vol. 
15, Oct 2019, pp. 301–306; and Balz S. Kamber, and Joseph A. Petrus, “The Influence of Large Bolide Impacts on Earth’s Carbon Cycle”, Elements, Vol. 15, Oct 2019, pp. 313-18

The Scale of human impacts on 
the climate system
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For 4 billion years, changing levels of 
greenhouse gases kept planet earth within 

the Goldilocks temperatures 
for water & life (0℃-100 ℃)

WE ARE MESSING WITH VERY COMPLEX 
PLANET-WIDE MACHINERY
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Suddenly, we are so powerful that what we do in the 
next 50 years will shape the future of the biosphere

THREE BASIC MEASURES OF OUR POWER:
1. Impact on Biosphere systems: We are transforming 

the global climate system, the temperature of oceans, the 
circulation of carbon and nitrogen, and even the way the 
earth spins on its orbit!
[ Surendra Adhikari* and Erik R. Ivins, “Climate-driven polar motion: 2003–2015, AAAS: Science Advances, Apr, 
2018, http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/2/4/e1501693 ]

2. Destructive Power: In 1800, the most powerful human 
weapons were cannon: today, humans have enough 
nuclear weapons to degrade much of the biosphere in 
just 24 hours

3. Impact on biomass: Our species has probably reduced 
the biomass of the biosphere by 50% 
[Yinon M. Bar-On, et. al., “The Biomass Distribution on Earth”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, 
June 19, 2018 115 (25) 6506-6511]

http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/2/4/e1501693


THE CHALLENGE: LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND 
AND MANAGE A COMPLEX PLANETARY SYSTEM
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“… this century is special.  It 
is the first when one species, 
ours, is so empowered and 
dominant that it has the 
planet’s future in its hands.”

[Martin Rees, 
On the Future]

“Our Earth is 45 million 
centuries old.  But this 
century is the first in which 
one species—ours—can 
determine the biosphere’s 
fate.”

[Martin Rees, 
On the Future]

We are grappling with systems of staggering complexity



CONCLUSIONS:
The questions big history would like 

complexity scientists to answer!
• What is complexity?
• Why can complexity increase?
• Are there drivers of increasing complexity?
• What is the relationship between complexity, 

energy flows and information?
• Does Chaisson’s metric work?
• Are there upper levels to complexity that we 

might be facing now?
• How do you manage extreme complexity?



My grandson Daniel and 
granddaughter Evie Rose & 

their Dad, Joshua.
Their generation will need to 

know this story to place 
themselves in history and 

understand the huge 
challenges of living in the 

Anthropocene & managing a 
planet!

Why this matters: 
Big History and a basic understanding of Complexity Science can 
offer the wide-angle lens needed to understand the challenges a 

younger generation will face as it learns to manage a planet



Thank you
END

I THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


